
 

Solutions in Chemistry 2024 – Sponsorship Opportunities 
 

Sponsorship package* Price (VAT excluded) Included Fees Offered activities 

Golden 3.500 € 4 

Triple activity box + Career speed dating + exhibition space 
(table + chairs) + 2×A4 Portrait page in the Book of Abstracts 
If the Sponsor wants (it is not obligatory), they can use the time 
during the Conference to have: 
a) 10 min sponsorship lecture 
b) 10 min for activity of choice which the Sponsor has to 
arrange in cooperation with the Organizers 
c) participation in panel discussions. 

Silver 2.500 € 2 

Dual activity box + Career speed dating + exhibition space 
(table + chairs) + 1×A4 Portrait page in the Book of Abstracts 
If the Sponsor wants (it is not obligatory), they can use the time 
during the Conference to have: 
a) 10 min sponsorship lecture or activity of choice which the 
Sponsor has to arrange in cooperation with the Organizers 
b) participation in panel discussions. 

Bronze 1.500 € 1 

Career speed dating + exhibition space (table + chairs) + 1×A5 
Landscape page in the Book of Abstracts 
If the Sponsor wants (it is not obligatory), they can use the time 
during the Conference to have: 
a) participation in panel discussions. 

No exhibition space 750 € 1 Career speed dating + Baseline offer* 

Startup 500 € 1 

Career speed dating + Baseline offer* 
If the Sponsor wants (it is not obligatory), they can use the time 
during the Conference to have: 
a) participation in panel discussions. 

* All listed sponsorship packages also include addition of the Sponsor's logo on the official Conference website and in the Book of Abstracts and 
Programme Book as well as placement of promo materials (roll-ups, banners, flyers, stationery, etc., provided by the Sponsor) around the 
Conference venue and/or in the Conference bags. 

→ Additional sponsorship opportunities on the next page! 



 

Additional sponsorship opportunities 
 

Additional sponsorship Price (VAT excluded) Includes … 

Plenary Lecture 1.000 € 
Sponsor mentioned before and after the chosen plenary lecture, promo materials 
(provided by the Sponsor) placed by the plenary lecturer during the lecture. 

Welcome Reception 750 € 
Sponsor mentioned at the start of the programme, optional talk (up to 5 minutes), 
promo materials (provided by the Sponsor) placed at the tables and around the 
venue. 

Coffee Break (1 day) 300 € 
Promo materials (provided by the Sponsor) placed at the tables and around the 
venue. 

Conference Party 750 € 
Sponsor mentioned at the start of the programme, promo materials (provided by the 
Sponsor) placed at the tables and around the venue. 

Gala Dinner 1.000 € 
Sponsor mentioned at the start of the programme, optional talk (up to 5 minutes), 
promo materials (provided by the Sponsor) placed at the tables and around the 
venue. 

Scholarships for Students 
(BSc, MSc, PhD) 

200 € Partial subvention of Student Scholarship (travel, accommodation). 

Additional sponsored 
presentation or other 
activity (15 min) 

500 € Only valid for Golden, Silver and Bronze sponsors. 

Bus Transit from Zagreb for 
Career Speed Dating 
participants  

1000 € Sponsor mentioned during the travel and the programme. 

 


